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Welcome to ECTESOL Review! This is the new peer-reviewed open-access
publication of Emerald Coast TESOL. This publication is designed to reflect
the broad membership of our organization. We welcome submissions of
scholarly inquiry, essays and discussions, descriptive reports on innovative
approaches, classrooms and programs, practitioner materials and book reviews
from K-12 teachers, adult educators, college ESOL instructors, ESOL teacher
educators, EFL/TEFL professionals and individuals interested in policy,
cultural competence and international issues related to English language
learning. If you are interested in submitting a piece for consideration, please
download the Information for Authors from our website. Submissions must be
sent as word documents to ECTESOLReview@mail.com. All submissions are
blind reviewed. Authors are not charged for publication.
We also welcome applications to join our editorial board as a reviewer. We are
looking for individuals who would be willing to review between 3 and 6
submissions per year. The review process is a “rapid response” format where
reviewers commit to completing their reviews in 15-30 days. This format
means authors will not have their submissions. If you are interested please
fill in the application and forward it to the email at the bottom of the form.
Emerald Coast TESOL also publishes a quarterly newsletter: ECTESOL
Bulletin. The Bulletin publishes lesson plans, cultural information, a list of
helpful web links, program highlights and other relevant articles. Submissions
for the newsletter are reviewed by the editor.
We hope you enjoy ECTESOL Review and find useful and interesting
information to help you in your professional life!
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Editor’s Comments
Laureen Fregeau
We begin our first issue with a study by Bazo examining Teacher Talk Time
(TTT) and Student Talk Time (STT) in intensive English classes at a southern
university. Bazo’s study demonstrates that participating ESL instructors were
oriented more towards TTT practices while teaching their regular lessons. The
study has helped participant ESL instructors become more aware of the
behaviors that are conducive to both increased TTT and increased STT
practices in their classes. This, in turn, can lead to improved teaching
practices, which will benefit ESL students from enhanced instruction.
The article by Bitrus-Ojiambo, Wayumba Mwaura, Lutivini Majanja looks at
English in the context of Kenyan higher education. The study assesses English
language use in a Kenyan institution of higher education, identifies emergent
linguistic patterns, and suggests some solutions to observed gaps between
emergent patterns of English use vis-à-vis Standard British English (BSE).
Johnson’s essay reiterates what many ESOL professionals have long
contended and that many have discussed: that preservice and in-service
teachers continue to be inadequately prepared to work with English Learners.
The article makes an eloquent plea for this situation to be remedied and offers
suggestions to adequately prepare teachers.
Melius uses Mezirow’s (1996) transformative learning theory and Barker’s
(1981) neo-racism theory to examine Saudi students experiences integrating
into U.S. higher education. In her study Melius found that Saudi students
contended with serious issues of stereotyping that affected their adjustment to
American culture. She suggests approaches to improve adjustment to
institutions of higher education.
Rodriguez, Fregeau, Moskal and Leier examine the role of cueing systems in
EL literacy. Based on a case study of an EL and his teacher, this article
explains types of cueing systems, how they are employed by ELs in decoding
text and how knowledge of these systems can enhance success for teachers of
ELs.
Our final article outlines a practicum design based on Bazo’s study of Teacher
Talk Time (TTT) vs. Student Talk Time (STT) in IEP classes. The practicum
can be employed in any level ESOL or EFL program to improve the balance of
STT and TTT and move towards a communicative approach in the classroom.
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